Daytime running light LICHT24
The daytime running light is a bright LED with two modes of operation. The headlight is controlled by a light/dark sensor. During bright conditions, the headlight functions in dim mode. During dark and darkness the headlight automatically switches in night mode.

Day mode
The daytime running light shines during the day, the additional daytime running LEDs shine with full intensity. Maximum visibility for oncoming traffic!

Night mode
The daytime running light shines with full brightness (70 Lux) onto the road, the additional daytime running LEDs shine with diminished intensity. Maximum visibility, additional visibility for oncoming traffic!

Further information
The overpowering protection permanently guards the headlight, even if no rear light is connected.

Please note: The headlight can only be powered by a dynamo (AC).

Connection to a DC power source (battery) is not possible. Only specific devices, the device manufacturer will indicate, are capable of connecting to a battery. For this reason, the device manufacturer will indicate, are capable of connecting to a battery.

Mounting and instruction manual